Former Pfizer VP Destroys Media Hit Piece Attacking
His Warnings About COVID Injection: ‘A Pack of Lies’
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Former Pfizer Vice President and Chief Science Officer Michael Yeadon
obliterated a Reuters hit-piece “fact check” on him from earlier this year,
calling their efforts to smear his claims about COVID-19 and the vaccines “a
pack of lies.”
The Reuters article from May, called “Fact check: Ex-Pfizer scientist repeats COVID-19
vaccine misinformation in recorded speech,” called Yeadon an “anti-vax proponent” who
“has made unfounded claims” about the health risks associated with the COVID mRNA
vaccine.
The article concluded that “infected but symptom-free people can spread the coronavirus;
vaccinated people are better protected but not 100% immune; research shows COVID-19
vaccines are safe and effective for adults and pregnant women.”
In a June interview with America’s Frontline Doctors (AFLDS), Yeadon methodically
broke down Reuters’ bad-faith “fact check” about him point by point.
“The narrative statements that have repeatedly been claimed by the authorities which are
a pack of lies are:
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“1. Asymptomatic transmission. It’s definitely a lie. Have you seen that video where Fauci
states that ‘it’s always a symptomatic person who drives an epidemic and never people
without symptoms’?
“A WHO doctor said exactly the same thing.
“There’s also a terrific peer-reviewed journal article showing that domestic transmission in
asymptomatic cases was effectively zero.
“All marries up with the statements I’ve made, and with biological logic,” Yeadon added.
“2. Variants. They’re just being idiotic. I can show several good quality papers
demonstrating that T-cells from a convalescent person or an immunized person each
recognize all the then-available variants, again, as anticipated by fundamentals of
immunology. The weak twaddle in their piece about antibodies is risible.
“3. Vaccines. The bastards are actually claiming they’re safe. Got them. We have VAERS,
Yellow Card, and EMA monitoring. We have mechanism of toxicity. We have multiple open
letters to EMA (warning of blood clots) which were immediately followed by vaccine
withdrawals (for blood clots).
“4. Pregnancy/fertility. No one in their right mind thinks giving experimental treatments to
pregnant women is other than reckless. Especially when reproductive toxicity testing is
incomplete.”
Yeadon didn’t stop there. He also addressed two glaring disclosures about the COVID
injection that have been completely ignored by the media and medical establishment.
“But on top of this stupidity, are two recent public disclosures: (I) the distribution of
vaccine to tissues in mice shows a very disturbing concentration into ovaries,” Yeadon
said. “No one has followed it up, so the assumption has to be this is happening in humans
too.”
“(II) our concern expressed in the December 2020 petition to EMA about immune crossreactivity between spike protein and human syncytin-1 has been confirmed. A paper was
very recently published showing young women making antibodies to syncytin-1 within
days of vaccination.”
Yeadon concluded his rebuttal by pointing out that governments around the world have
“lied and lied” about coronavirus spread and the risks posed by the COVID injection in
order to economically destroy nations to consolidate power.
“Of course this is wholly fraud. Imagine that the number of people in U.K. who’d actually
been killed by the virus, instead of dying with it, was just a couple of thousand; you’d been
on the streets with torches and pitchforks,” Yeadon told AFLDS. “You should
be. Governments everywhere have lied and lied and lied about every one of the central
narrative points about this virus.”
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“The effect of compliance with their ludicrous policy responses has been to hollow out and
arguably to have destroyed economically several G20 counties, and actually increased the
number of avoidable deaths, not least by deprivation of healthcare.”
“These people all need locking up in that new high-security facility being built at speed at
Wellingborough, Northants,” the former pharmaceutical executive continued. “The prima
facie case against a dozen or so people in U.K. warrants their arrest pending criminal
prosecutions.
“If these figures are of the same order of magnitude for other countries as well, and there
is no reason to assume otherwise, then the plague is a deception of unprecedented
proportions, and crimes committed against humanity on a huge scale have been
committed here,” he concluded.
Yeadon likely drew the attention from Reuters in the first place after coming out against
the COVID-19 shots in April, claiming they likely are being used for a “massive-scale
depopulation” agenda.
“That’s what I would do if I wanted to get rid of 90 or 95% of the world’s population. And
I think that’s what they’re doing,” he said.
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Interview with Michael Yeadon, former Vice President and Chief Science Officer of
Pfizer, where he worked for 16 years. He outlines his position on the pandemic, the
vaccine, the issue of variants, boosters and the loss of our civil liberties. It is truly an
appeal to the world.
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